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Change in self-consistent-field energy density-functional calculations are reported for Auger
and core-level binding-energy shifts in sp-bonded metals. The basic model, atom in jellium

vacancy, gives good agreement with experiment, especially in the Auger case. The chemical and
relaxation contributions to the shifts are discussed, and the extra-atomic response is analyzed in

detail, both in position and energy space. The adequacy of the "excited-atom" approach to the
energy shifts is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The kinetic-energy shifts of electrons ejected in
core-level photoemission (XPS) and Auger processes
between free atoms and condensed phases have been
the subject of considerable experimental study. '
These shifts, awhile useful in analytic applications of
electron spectroscopy, are interesting in their own
right; they characterize the effect on the electron-
emitting atom of its electronic environment, and thus
provide information about the chemical bonding
properties of atoms. Of special interest are metallic
elements, where the shifts can be substantial. Ad-
vances in electron spectroscopy have produced a
wealth of data on photoshifts in metallic binding situ-
ations. Recent experimental efforts have also made
available accurate results for Auger energy shifts
between vapor and condensed metallic phases for a
number of elements. 2 3

It was realized early on that the kinetic energy
shifts reflect the effects of environment via two con-
tributions: (i) the chemical shift in the initial state of
the atom in the condensed situation and (ii) the re-
laxation shift due to the extra-atomic screening of the
hole(s) produced in the final state. However, de-
tailed ab initio theoretical studies of the origin and
systematics of the shifts are quite scarce. This is
understandable as the presence of core hole(s) in the
ionized atom breaks the symmetry of the system and
makes an ab initio calculation difficult, comparable to
an impurity problem. Simplified models for the
screening charge have been proposed with variable
degree of success. Recently, a semiempirica14 scheme
to obtain the metallic photoshifts has been proposed;
it is based on bulk cohesive energies, heats of solu-
tion, and atomic ionization energies. The relatively
good success of this thermochemical model also for

dilute alloys and for Auger processes suggests that
its ultimate microscopic explanation would be related
to those of the Miedema rules~ for alloying. Another
line of models is based on the "excitonic" or
"excited-atom" approach, where the basic idea is to
assign the extra-atomic screening charge to the first
unoccupied valence orbitals of the free ion. While
such models have provided much insight into deep-
level spectroscopy, especially in the case of transition
metals, 9 they are not universally applicable and fail to
give good answers or correct trends in cases where
the true metallic screening charge is bound to reside
outside the outermost valence shell.

In this paper we present results of ab initio calcula-
tions of x-re photoemission and Auger energy shifts
between free atoms and condensed phases for a
number of nontransition metals. The calculations are
of (hSCF) change in energy of the self-consistent-
field type'0 and we employ the self-consistent spin-
density-functional" method; total energy calculations
are carried out for each required configuration. For
atoms in metals, a model is used which emphasizes
the extended nature of the conduction electrons.
The model is closely related to those used by Alm-
bladh and von Barth" and Bryant and Mahan' for
x-ray absorption, and by Lang and Williams' for core
holes in chemisorbed atoms. Strikingly good agree-
ment with experiment is found, especially in the
Auger case, where the shifts are large and have re-
cently ' been accurately obtained in high-tempera-
ture vapor-solid experiments. The various contribu-
tions to shifts are discussed, both in position and en-
ergy space. The results corroborate the idea of the
metallic environment of providing a rather structure-
less source of screening electrons.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we outline the calculational methods. Sec-
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tion III contains the results, their analysis and com-
parison with experiment. Section IV contains a short
summary and conclusions.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The focus of our attention is the difference
between kinetic energies of electrons emitted from
free atoms and atoms in metal. It is thus essential to
use as identical analytic approaches as is possible in

both cases. We perform in each case two calculations
of the electron (spin) densities and the total energy;
one for the initial and one for the final state. Thus
the shift involves four independent total-energy cal-

culations, and the energy differences can be associat-
ed with changes in the kinetic energies of the ejected
electrons; This b,SCF approach assumes a fully

developed screening of the core holes (adiabatic lim-

it), and leaves all questions related to dynamic as-

pects (line shapes, shakeup, etc.) beyond the scope of
the present paper. We merely predict the positions of
the leading edges of the main photo- or Auger elec-
tron lines.

We are dealing here with many-electron states and
consequently questions about proper treatment of ex-
change and correlation arise. The density-functional
theory we shall use is formally justified for the lowest
energy state of a specified angular and spin sym-
metry. " However, there is no formal justification for
using the customary local-density approximation for
exchange and correlation for (excited) states con-
strained to have one or more core holes. Neverthe-
less there is ample empirical evidence for the accura-
cy of local-density theory in calculations of, say, ioni-
zation potentials' or core-level binding energies. "
Our primary concern here are the extra-atomic effects
associated with metallic charge transfer and screen-
ing; while the local-density approximation does affect
the position of any given spectral line, the difference
between the energies corresponding to free atoms
and atoms in metal is much less sensitive to it.

The free-atom and ion calculations were carried out
using a nonrelativistic, spin-polarized program. The
spin densities and the total energy were obtained by
solving the equations (in atomic units t = m = e = 1)

( 2
V + V ff [n+,n, r ])pf( r ) = sf/~( r ), (1)

(2)

self-consistently. V,ff consist of the external poten-
tial, Hartree electrostatic, and exchange-correlation
contribution. The Gunnarsson-Lundqvist" formulas
for exchange and correlation were used in the local-
density approximation.

For the case of atoms in metal, the atom-in-

jellium-vacancy model' ' was adopted as the basic
one; refinements to this (in particular, the spherical
solid model" ) were employed, but they turned out to
be unnecessary in the sense that they resulted in only
minor changes in the shift values (see below).

In the atom-in-jellium-vacancy model the metallic
environment of the electron-emitting atom is rnim-
icked by a uniform background of charge with a
spherical cavity in it. The volume of this cavity is
equal to the Wigner-Seitz cell volume in the con-
densed phase. The density no of the positive back-
ground charge is determined by the metal valency Zq
and the Wigner-Seitz sphere radius R~s, and is con-
ventionally expressed in terms of a density parameter
r, via no=3/4n r,3=3'/4nrRw3s This. is the only

parameter in the basic model. The nucleus (charge
Z) of the atom in focus is placed in the center of the
vacancy, and the spin-density-functional equations
(1) and (2) are solved for the combined system.
Now in addition to bound (core) states localized at
the atom, a band of delocalized (scattering) states ex-
ists and the latter are occupied up to the metal Fermi
energy. These states are of course responsible for
screening and contribute most of the extra-atomic
shifts. The details of the calculational procedures
have recently been discussed in the context of atoms
in electron gas'; basically similar routines were used
in the present work.

In the spherical solid model' features of the
discrete lattice potential surrounding the central atom
are introduced by including the spherical average of
the ion potentials instead of the jellium-vacancy po-
tential. If the host ions are represented by pseudopo-
tentials this is a relatively easy task, and the main ef-
fects of lattice discreteness and finite ion core size
can be incorporated.

In the calculations of the excited-state energies the
appropriate spin-orbital configurations were chosen to
be the same for both free atoms and atoms in metal.
All charge and spin densities were taken to be spheri-
cally symmetric, which amounts to solving the radial
equations self-consistently for the relevant spin-
orbital occupation numbers. For each element six
basic calculations were carried out: (i) free-ground-
state atom, (ii) ground-state atom-in-metal, (iii)
free-atom with one (inner-shell) core hole, (iv)
atom-in-metal with one (inner-shell) core hole, (v)
free-atom with two (outer-shell) core holes, and (vi)
atom-in-metal with two (outer-shell) core holes. In
the cases with two core holes, we generally take them
to be in relative spin-triplet state.

The kinetic energies of the photoemitted and
Auger electrons are obtained from total-energy
differences. In an experimental evaluation of the
shifts a common reference level must be agreed
upon. In the atomic case a natural reference level is
the vacuum, whereas for the (grounded) metal sam-
ple the Fermi level, below the vacuum level by the
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work function Q,
' is the convenient one. The Fermi

level is the reference level also in the metallic calcu-
lations, since the necessary perfect screening implies
the addition of one electron per core hole on the Fer-
mi level. The free-atom-metal shifts for XPS and
Auger cases are then (both referenced to the vacuum
level)

~xps = (E(;;;)—E( )) —(E(;,) —E(;;)) —4

~Auger (E(iv) E(vi) ) ( (iii) E(v) ) Q ~ (4)

Above, E denotes total energy and the subscripts
refer to the configurations (i)—(vi) explained above.
Lxps is by definition the apparent decrease in core-
level binding energy in going to the condensed situa-
tion, while b A„„,is the extra kinetic energy obtained
in a solid-state or molecular environment.

III. RESULTS

The elements studied, the investigated core-hole
configurations, the density parameters r, and the
free-electron Fermi energies ~F, and the experimental
solid-phase work functions are given in Table I. The
choice of the elements was influenced by the availa-

bility of accurate Auger data. ' Transition metals
were avoided since it was felt that the basic model is
less adequate for them; this point is further discussed
in Sec. IV.

Table II lists the values of the core-level binding
and Auger energies. %'e estimate the numerical er-
rors in the binding and Auger energies and their
free-atom-metal shifts to be less than 0.1 eV for Mg
and Al and less than 0.5 eV for Zn and elements Ag
through Te. This numerical error is mainly caused
by subtracting total energies, which are nearly equal,
large numbers. Experimental values (see also exten-

sive tabulations of Refs. 3 and 4) are also included.
For single ionization, we find that the ASCF calculat-
ed absolute values for the binding energy of the 1s
electron for Mg and Al are lower by -1Q eV than
the experimental values. This reflects the general
feature of the inadequacy of the local-density approx-
imation for very deep, localized core levels. Nonlocal
corrections would amount to reducing the Coulombic
self-interaction errors inherent in the local-density
approximation and would thus increase the binding
for the 1s levels. For the 2p level in Zn we likewise
find a slightly too low absolute binding energy com-
pared to the experimental one for 2p3~2. From calcu-
lations with single 3d holes for elements Ag through
Te we learn that the binding energies agree rather
well with the relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater calcula-
tions of Huang et al. "for 3d3~2 electrons. Taking
into account the average 3d3~2 —3ds~2 splitting of -6
eV for these elements, the agreement with experi-
ment is also quite good. For the 4d shell, agreement
with the experimental 4d3~2 values is rather good,
too. Our values for the 4d3g binding energy for
these fifth-row elements are larger by about 2.5 eV
than those calculated by Huang et al. '

The absolute values of the atomic Auger energies
are also given in Table II together with their experi-
mental values. For the KLL transitions in Mg and

Al, the discrepancy with the mean value of KL2 3L2 3

energies for the 'D and 'S final-state assignments is
less than 3 eV. In the case of the LMM line in Zn,
the calculated value is somewhat smaller than the
L2,L3 group average of the 'P, 'F final-state assign-

ments, which is the experimental counterpart that
suggests itself for comparison with the calculation for
two 3d holes in relative spin-triplet state. The MNN

Auger energies calculated for atoms Ag through Te
are close to the configurational averages over the
M4, Ms groups of experimental Auger lines with the
'P, 'F final-state assignments.

TABLE I. Basic data for the calculations. The values of the work function @ are polycrystalline

averages from Ref. 19.

Element
Hole states
investigated &F (eV) y (eV) Metal valency Z~

i2Mg
i.3Al

3pZ1l

47Ag

48Cd

49In

5()gii

siSb
s2Te

lgj. 2mj. 2) jj
»j, 2uj, 2ujj
3Ir j, 3d j, 3d jj
3d j, 4d j, 4d jj
3d j, 4d j, 4d j j
3d j,4d j,4d j j
3d j,4d j, 4d jj
3d j, 4d j, 4d jj
3d j, 4d j, 4d j j

2.65
2.07
2.31
3.02
2.59
2.41
2.22
2.14
2.08

7.1
11.7
94
5.5
7.5
8.6

10.2
10.9
11.5

3.7
4.2
3.6
4.6
4.1

4.1

44
4.7
4.9
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TABLE H. Core-level binding and Auger energies for free atoms.

Element and hole
configuration

Core-level binding or Auger energy (eV)
This work Experimental or semiexperimental Comments

Al

Ag

Cd

In

Sn

Te

lsl
2pj

1sj-2pjj
1sj
2pj

1st-zpjj
2pl

3dl

&pl-3d jj
3dl

4dj
3dl 4d jl

3dj
4dj

3dj 4djj

3di

4dj

3dj 4d jj
3dj
4dj

3dj 4djj

3dj
4dj

3dj 4djj

3dj
4dj

3dj 4djl

1300.8

58.3

1159.1

1556.1

82.4

1364.0

1027.0

18.8

972.0

381.2

13.9

341.0

418.5

19.3

366.3

459.3

26.9

391.9

500.7
34.3

417.7

544.8

42.5

444.4

590.5

51.4

471.3

1311.2
57.6

1161.6

1568.8

81.8

1029.1

17.3

975

375.6

12.6

339

412.3

17.7

365

451.7

24.6

389

493.6
32.4

536.5

581.9

Ref. 20

3p3(2, semiempirical; Ref. 4

~S; Ref. 21

Interpolation Ne-Ar; Ref. 3

2p3(2, semiempirical; Ref. 4

2p3(2', Ref. 20

3d5/2 semiempirical; Ref. 4

average; Ref. 21

3d5(2, Ref. 22

4d5(2', semiempirical; Ref. 4

average; Ref. 22

3d5(2, Ref. 22

4d5(2, semiempirical; Ref. 4

average; Ref. 23

3d5(2, interpolation Cd-Xe; Ref. 4

4dg2, semiempirical; Ref. 4

average; Ref. 24

3d5(2', Ref. 3

4d5(2, semiempirical; Ref. 4

3d5(2,
' interpolation Cd-Xe; Ref. 4

3d5(2, Ref. 3

In order to get some idea about the splitting of the
Auger energies and their free-atom-metal shifts due
to the various possible initial and final states we con-
sider the effect of fhe flipping a spin. This is the
only way to introduce a different "term" in our
spherically symmetric model. In the case of free Mg
and Ag ions with two core holes the flipping of one
hole spin (Mg:2pjj 2pjf, Ag:4djj 4djt) causes
the energy to increase by 3.1 eV for Mg and 1.1 eV
for Ag. These energy changes are of the same order
as the differences between adjacent Auger energy
lines in experimental spectra. For core-hole ions
in the jellium vacancy the energy increase in the

spin-flip process is the same in magnitude as for free
ions. Thus the spectra are quite rigidly shifted when
going from free atom to the atom in metal.

The important observation concerning the absolute
values of the core-level binding and Auger energies is
that the discrepancies (typically of the order of a few
eV) with experiment, associated with approximations
made (in particular, the local-density approximation
and the neglect of multiplet structure), are strongly
intra-atomic in nature. This means that while the ap-
proximations made do affect the position of any
given spectral peak, both for the free atom and for
the atom in metal, the differences between the ener-
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gies corresponding to the two cases are much less
sensitive to them since the intra-atomic errors largely
cancel each other. The shifts, which are our principal
concern, are brought about by environmental effects.
We also note that while the solid environment does
change the spectral characteristics, mainly via in-
creased broadening, the shifts in, e.g. , the Auger case
are very similar for the various line components cor-
responding to the same experimental spectrum. This,
of course, gives credence to our concentrating on a
single "average" orbital configuration with spherical
symmetry.

Table III gives the calculated shifts for the various
core-level binding energies in the atom-in-jellium-
vacancy model, and their experimental estimates.
Recall that the common reference level is the vacu-
um level. There are omissions for Zn and Ag in this
and the other tables because a satisfactory conver-
gence for Zn and Ag ground-state atoms in metal was
not achieved. Table IV lists the calculated free-
atom-metal Auger energy shifts, again in the atom-
in-jellium-vacancy model, and compares them with
the experimental data due to Aksela and co-
workers. "The agreement between the experimental
and calculated values is gratifying, especially in the

TABLE III. Core-level binding energy shifts. b,SCF refers
to the atom-in-jellium-vacancy model.

Auger case. This is quite remarkable considering the
simplicity of the model: it contains no adjustable
parameters. Note also that the actual computer pro-
grams for the free atom and the atom embedded in
metal are identical in the sense that the latter reduces
to the former as the background density and the Fer-
mi energy approach zero.

We have also investigated the shift in the spherical
solid model proposed by Almbladh and von Barth. "
The lattice ions surrounding the central atom were
represented by local Ashcroft' pseudopotentials, and
the summations after spherical averaging were carried
out using Ewajd techniques. In the case of Al (the
Ashcroft core radius r, =1.12) the shift for the KLL
line changed by 0.1 eV, which is negligible, especially
if one keeps in mind the uncertainty associated with

the experimental determination of the work function

One noticeable feature is the near constancy of the
Auger energy shifts, is especially in MNN Auger case
for the six consecutive elements, Ag through Te, in
the periodic table; the deviations in the shift, when
both energies are referenced to the vacuum level, are
less than 15%. This tendency contradicts with
Shirley's "excitonic" model, which predicts a rather
strong increase as a function of Z.

Lang and Williams have defined the Auger
parameter g in a way which formally eliminates the
reference levels

f(~i '~J ~k) ~sk

Element and hole
configuration

hSCF
(this work}

Core-level binding energy shift

~xps(eV)

Experimental

(Refs. 3 and 4)

where the 8's are the binding energies of the core
levels i, j, and k, and E&k is the Auger electron ener-

Mg

Al

Cd

In

Sn

Te

Isj
2pj

Isj

3dj
4dj

3dj
4dj

3d!
4dj

3dl
4dj

3dj
481

5.1

4.5

6.3

5.8

4.1

3.8

5.2

4.9

4.0

4.0

4.6

4.0

4.6

4.4

4.9

6.3

3.0

3.7

3.8

3.7

3.6

TABLE IV. Atom-metal Auger energy shifts. bSCF
refers to the atom-in-jellium-vacancy model. The last

column gives the results of the "excited-atom" model

(see text).

Mg Isj 2pjj 15.6
Al 1sj 2pjj 16g
Zn 2pj 3djj 14.1
Ag 3dj 4djj 11.2
Cd 3d j ~4d j j 122
In 3dj 4djj 12.0
Sn 3dj 4djj 12.5
Sb 3dj 4djj 13.5
Te 3dj 4djj 13.9

15.0
16.9
13.4
11.8
11.8
13.1
13.7
13.8
13.3

10.1
11.9
13.8
13.8
15.4
17.7

Auger energy shift b~«„(eV)

ASCF Experimental "Excited-atom"
Element (this work) (Refs. 2 and 3) model
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gy for the transition, where the initial hole is in the
ith level and the two final ones in the jth and kth.
The calculated Auger parameters for free atoms and
metals, corresponding to the transitions discussed
above, are listed in Table V. We notice that the
Auger parameters for the metal is about 10 eV small-
er than for the free atom.

We now proceed to an interpretation and analysis
of the results of our calculations. Here we have been
influenced by the arguments of Lang and Williams, '4

and we generalize their ideas and extend them to the
Auger case. The energy shift b is decomposed into
the chemical shift, 4„reflecting the changes in the
charge state and chemical environment, and the re-
laxation shift 4,

A=LE, +6, (6)

The two contributions cannot be measured individu-

ally, and thus the decomposition is seemingly arbi-
trary. For applications trying to resolve how an atom
is bonded to its neighbors, it is however convenient
to define 4, to be a property of the ground state,
without any reference to the presence of core hole(s).
The remaining shift is then due to the collective
response of the solid to the core hole(s). Following
Lang and Williams, ' we define the chemical shift in

the XPS case as

5,= s&(atom in metal) —e, (free atom) —(eF +Q)

TABLE V. The calculated Auger parameters [Eq. (5)l.

~here i defines the state where the core hole will be
created, and el is the density-functional eigenvalue
associated with the level i In Eq. (.7), both ~, are
understood to be measured from the "natural" refer-
ence levels, the vacuum in the atomic case and the
bottom of the conduction band in the metal case.
Since the bottom of the band is below the vacuum by
the amount ~F + Q, this has been subtracted to equal-

ize the reference levels. To a good approximation
the chemical shift defined in Eq. (7) reflects only the
electrostatic potential change near the nucleus. The
relaxation shift b, is obtained from the total shift by
subtracting 5, as is obvious from Eq. (6). Table VI
lists the chemical shifts b,, and the relaxation shifts
4, for the XPS processes considered.

The chemical shift 4, varies rather strongly from
one element to the other. We notice that b, is posi-
tive for Mg, Al, In, and Sn, nearly zero for Sb and
negative for Cd and Te. A positive sign of 4, indi-
cates that charge is transferred towards the nucleus in
the condensed phase, which raises the energy levels.
A negative 5, is caused by the charge transfer out-
wards from the nucleus. The relaxation shifts 4, for
XPS processes are positive in all cases and they are
almost independent of Z. The relaxation shift is re-
lated to the spatial distribution of the screening
charge, as we shall discuss below.

In the Auger case the definition of the chemical
shift [Eq. (7)] becomes slightly ambiguous, since
three different orbitals and corresponding eigenvalues
are involved, and the changes in el may differ for
these. If we define the chemical shift for Auger pro-
cess as in Eq. (7), i standing for the state where the
initial core hole will be created, the chemical shifts
for the Auger transitions considered are the same as
for the core levels indicated in Table VI. The Auger
relaxation shifts corresponding to this definition are
also given in Table VI. They are 2—3 times the re-
laxation shifts of the XPS lines.

However, this decomposition to chemica1 and re-
laxation shifts for the Auger process is somewhat
misleading, since it is really the difference in the
screening energy between a two-hole and one-hole
configuration that is responsible for the relaxation
shift. In order to emphasize this, we have also con-

TABLE VI. The chemical shift 4, and the relaxation shift
5, for the XPS and Auger processes, The starred quantities
refer to the definition [Eq. (8)] of the chemical shift for
Auger emission. All energies in eV.

Element (eV) ,» (eV Element 5, b, , (XPS) b, (Auger)

Mg
Al
Zn
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te

KLL
KLL
LMM
MNN
MNN
MNN
MNN
MNN
MNN

25.0
27.2
17.4
12.5
13.6
13.6
14.4
15.5
16.3

13.3
15.7

4.9
6.3
6.0
5.4
6.5

Mg
Al
Zn
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te

0.4
1.3

—0.8
0.4
0.3
0.0

—0.3

4.7
5.0

4.9
4.8
3.7
4.6
4.9

15.2
15.5

13.1
11.6
12.1
13.5
14.2

10.3 5.4
11.6 5.2
9.4 4.7
7.2 4.0
8.0 4.2
8.9 4.2
9.0 3.5
8.8 4.7
8.5 5.4
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sidered another definition of the chemical shift for
Auger process, namely

5, = ei (atom in metal) —e, (free atom) —(aF+$)

hn(r)@=2
T

(9)

In the XPS process the extra-atomic screening charge
is defined as

where the ~I' stand for the density-functional eigen-
values for the (unfilled) initial level, calculated for
systems with a core hole. This definition of the
chemical shift focuses on the changes of the initial
state brought about by environment, before the
Auger decay but after the initial ionization. The
values of b,' and the corresponding relaxation shift
b „' for the Auger processes are also given in Table VI.
Now we see that 6„'= 5,(XPS) while 5," is now in
every case positive and roughly twice 5,'. This is na-
tural since the initial core hole couples more strongly
to the environment (the charge transfer towards the
nucleus is larger than in the case of a neutral atom in
metal; 5,' "contains" the relaxation shift of a single
core hole).

Lang and Williams' have derived an approximate
formula for the relaxation shift. According to them
the relaxation shift for the XPS process is half of the
electrostatic potential at the nucleus due to the
extra-atomic screening charge hn

0.2

0 kwj

0.4— ln

Sb

I I

4 6
r (a.u. )

10

FIG. 1. Extra-atomic screening-charge densities for Mg,
In, and Sb. The full and dotted curves refer to the XPS
process (hnxps(I'), Eq. (10)] and the Auger process
t ~nA«er(I), Eq. (11)],respectively.

hnxps( r }= [n;„( r ) —n;;( r )]—[n;;;( r ) —n;( r )]
(10)

Above n denotes charge densities and the subscripts
refer to the configurations (i) —(vi) discussed in Sec.
II. We have generalized the use of Eq. (9) to the
Auger process by defining the corresponding extra-
atomic screening charge as

hnA„„,( r ) = [n„;( r ) —n;„( r )]—[n„( r ) —n;;;( r ) ]

(11)

By charge conservation the screening-charge distribu-
tions 4nxps and 4nA„„, contain one electron, i.e.,
their integral over all space is unity.

Examples of the extra-atomic screening-charge
density in XPS and Auger processes are shown in
Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 4 and the discussion below). For
instance, in the uppermost part the full curve gives
the extra-atomic screening charge in the XPS process
in Mg, where there is a 1s core hole. The dotted line
illustrates the extra-atomic screening cloud in the
Auger transition in Mg, where there is a 1s core hole
in the initial state and two 2p core holes in the final
state. One immediate observation from the figure is
the near similarity of hnxps and hnA, er. This is not

AD(a) =SD ' (a) —SD(a)

aD"(a) = SD'"(a) —SD'"(a),
(12)

where SD, SD ', and SD are the induced state
densities due to neutral, singly ionized and doubly

very surprising, especially if one remembers from
Table VI that 5,"=- 6,(XPS).

We find Eq. (9) to be a reasonably good approxi-
mation to the relaxation shifts. This is demonstrated
in Table VII where we compare the exact calculated
relaxation shifts [defined via Eq. (6) after specifying
the chemical shift in Eqs. (7) or (8)] with those
predicted by Eq. (9). The agreement is good espe-
cially in the XPS case where the differences are of
the order of estimated numerical errors. The relaxa-
tion shifts for Auger processes predicted from Eq. (9)
are somewhat larger than those obtained from Eq.
(6). The reason for this is related to the ambiguity in
the definition of the chemical shift.

The counterparts in energy space of the extra-
atomic screening-charge densities are shown in Figs.
2 and 3, where we show the changes in the con-
tinuum parts of the induced state densities, decom-
posed into their angular momentum components. In
particular, we denote
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TABLE VII. The comparison of the "exact" relaxation shifts to the approximation of Eq. (9)
and to the "excited-atom" model. A11 energies in eV.

Element 4,{XPS)
Eq. (9)
~,(xps) 5,"(Auger)

Eq. (9)
'r (Auger)

"Excited-atom" model
6, (Auger)

Mg
Al
Zn

Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te

4.7
5.0

49
4.8
3.7
4.6
4.9

4.9
5.1

4.3
4,3
4.3
4.5
44

5.4
5.2
4.7
4.0
4.2
4.2
3.5
4.7
5.4

6.4
6.7
5.9
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.1
5.0

4.5
4.9
5.1
5.2
54
5.7

ionized atoms, respectively, all embedded in a free-
electron metal. Note that the integrals over the occu-
pied region (0 to sp) over these continuum functions
are variable integers, depending on whether the
outermost levels are bound for the metallic atom
(ion) or not (see Table VIII). For example, doubly
ionized Mg in metal binds the 3s electrons whereas
neutral Mg in metal does not. Thus AD (s) is the
contribution of band electrons having energy e to the
volume integral of the extra-atomic screening charge
4nxps( r ) in Eq. (10). Likewise, 4D'(a) is related to
hn~„„,( r ) in Eq. (11). The curves plotted in Figs. 2
and 3 are not directly comparable to the local densi-

ties of states around atoms with core holes, which,
with due account for selection rules and matrix ele-
ments, are reflected in the line shapes of x-ray emis-
sion and core-core-valence (CCV) Auger spectra. '
What is shown here is the change in the (conduction)
electron density between the initial and final states of
the electron ejection process, decomposed in terms of

I I

Al
0.2

Laf

Cl
p L

S

F

01
I)

CM

Q4J
Q ~
C3

0. Te
EF

0
E(ev)

15
E (eV~

FIG. 2. Induced state densities (dotted curves) and their
angular momentum components corresponding to the
extra-atomic screening cloud for XPS (AD {e), Eq. (12)] and
Auger fbD (e) Eq. (13)j processes in Al.

FIG. 3. Induced state densities (dotted curves) and their
angular momentum components corresponding to the
extra-atomic screening cloud for the Auger process in Ag,
Sn, and Te t hD"(~), Eq. (13)).
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TABLE &III. Bound- and continuum-electron counts for atoms in jellium vacancy with zero,
one, and two core holes. Z-Z~ is the total number of induced electrons (Z is the atomic number

and ZI, is the metal valency),

Element and hole
configuration

Electrons in

bound states
Electrons in

continuum states Z-ZA

Mg
Mg Is 1

Mg 2p li
Al
Al Isi
AI 2p/1

Zn 2p 1
Zn 3d 1 1

Ag 3d 1

Ag 4d 1)

Cd
CI4 3d l
Cd 4d li
In
In3di
In 4d i 1

Sn
Sil 3d 1

Sn 4d 1 1

Sb
Sb 3d1
Sb 4d1!

Te
Te 3di
Te 4d l 1

14
15

24
24

23
24
24

23
24
24

23
24
24

23
24
24

24
24
24

13
13

23
22

23
23
22

23
23
22

23
23
22

23
23
22

24
23
22

0
1

0

—1

0

0
—1

0

0
—1

0

0
—1

0

0
—1

0

—2
—1

0

12-2

13-3

30-2

47-1

48-2

49-3

50-4

51-5

52-6

energy and angular momentum.
For Mg, Al, and Zn the extra-atomic screening

clouds have strong s and p components. The low-

energy divergence proportional to e ' ' in the s part
of the induced state density has been discussed previ-
ously. ' For the fifth-row elements, we see an in-

creasingly strong p component for Ag through Te; the
latter is completely dominated by p-wave scattering.

We now investigate the adequacy of the "excited-
atom" approach ' to describe the relaxation accom-
panying a core-hole ion in metallic environment. In
the "excited-atom" approach the screened ion in
metal is mimicked by transferring one core electron
(or two electrons in the final state of the Auger pro-
cess) to the lowest unoccupied valence orbitaL Fol-
lowing Lang and Williams' we treat the excited atom
fully self-consistently.

Especially, we consider extra-atomic screening

cloud in the Auger process and the Auger energy
shifts for elements Ag through Te. The situation is
similar for the XPS process as can be expected from
extra-atomic screening-charge densities of Fig. 1

and we do not consider the XPS process here. Figure
4 shows the extra-atomic screening-charge density
in the Auger process for Ag, Sn, and Te. The full
and dotted curves give the screening charge calculat-
ed using the atom-in-jellium-vacancy and the
"excited-atom" models, respectively. The former is
defined by Eq. (11) and the latter is

En'„„,(r) =[n„;(r)—n;„(r)]—[n„(r) —n;;;(r)]

(14)

where n„'; and n~'„are the charge densities of neutral
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0.4

0.2

0 '-

0.4

0.2

cv 04

0.2

Ag

by the free valence electrons is inadequately mim-
icked when the valence electrons cannot penetrate in-
side the bound shells. In the present case this means
that in the screening of the ion the role of the second
hump, Fig. 4, which is formed by unbound
valence electrons, becomes important as Z increases.
From the energy-space decompositions in Fig. (3) we
can conclude that the second hump is due to the p-
like resonance which appears and grows up in the
density of states when moving from Ag towards Te.

In Table IV we list also the values for the Auger
shifts for Ag through Te obtained using the
"excited-atom" model. These values depend re-
markably on the nuclear charge Z; the Auger shift in-
creases from 10.1 to 17.7 eV. This strong depen-
dence on Z is evident also in other calculations for
elements Ag through Te which are based on similar
"excited-atom" models. '

0

I I

4 6
r (G.u. )

FIG. 4. Extra-atomic screening-charge densities for Ag,
Sn, and Te in the Auger process. The full curve is obtained
using the atom-in-jellium-vacancy model [4&A„~«(I'), Eq.
(11)]. The dotted curve is obtained using the "excited-
atom" model t& n~„i«, Eq. (14)).

excited free atoms with one and two core holes,
respectively. %e see that in the case of Ag and Sn
the "excited-atom" model reproduces rather well the

. overall distribution of the extra-atomic screening
cloud, especially the hump between r =—1.5 a.u. and
I =4 a.u. Of course the "excited-atom" model does
not reproduce the Friedel oscillations obtained in
atom-in-jellium-vacancy model and when the nuclear
charge Z increases it looks like a second hump is
growing up from the first maximum of oscillations.
For Te the two humps are nearly equal in height and
the "excited-atom" model is expected to be inade-
quate. The formation of a second hump is also seen
in extra-atomic screening clouds of atoms chem-
isorbed on metal surfaces. " Quantitatively the accu-
racy of the "excited-atom" model is seen by compar-
ing the values of the relaxation shifts obtained from
Eq. (9) in Table VII.I The "excited-atom" model
reproduces quite accurately the 5," (Auger) values
for Cd, In, and Sn. However, the "excited-atom"
model gives an increasing trend and for Sb and espe-
cially for Te 4,' (Auger) obtained in the "excited-
atom" model is considerably greater than 6„" (Auger)
obtained in atom-in-jellium-vacancy model.

The above discussion confirms the notion28 that in
the "excited-atom" model the screening of the ion

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The calculations based on ASCF density-functional
methods reproduce well the Auger and core-level
binding energy shifts for a number of metallic ele-
ments. The chemical shifts of neutral ground-state
atoms embedded in metal depend on the details of
the system under investigation, but are generally
small. The corresponding relaxation shifts are large,
but rather insensitive to the system at hand. The
atom-in-jellium-vacancy model gives a good descrip-
tion as far as the deep core-level shifts are con-
sidered, which corroborates the role of the metal sim-
ply being a rather structureless reservoir of screening
electrons. The relaxation shift 4, in the Auger pro-
cess (when the chemical shift is defined for the neu-
tral ground-state atom) is up to three times that for
the XPS process, which indicates substantial non-
linearities in the response.

The "excited-atom" model has also been tested.
%hen treated fully self-consistently, it gives a qualita-
tively correct description of the extra-atomic response
and shifts when the unoccupied valence shell can ac-
commodate the screening charge. However, it fails
drastically when this is not the case, and, for exam-
ple, predicts an incorrect increasing trend in the
Auger shift in going from Ag to Te.

Extension of the present approach to dilute alloys
(e.g. , 3d impurities in aluminium ') and impurity sys-
tems (e.g., rare-gas implants in metals, 3~ and the so-
called charge-transfer insulators33) would seem worth
considering.
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